
Mr . Speaker,

As the House is aware I have just returned from the International
Conference on Viet-Nam which I attended as the representative of the Govern-
ment of Canada . Essentially, this was a Conference of the Great Power s
and the belligerents in the Viet-Nam War . Canada was present because of
our participation in the ICCS . As Members will recall, I made clear, prior
to my departure, that we were not going to Paris to sit in judgment on the
political and military settlements embodied in the Paris Agreement . I have
made it clear reneatedly that Canada has not sought, and is not seeking ,
a truce supervisory role in Indochina but was prepared to serve in such a
capacity if we were convinced that the ICCS would be made to play a useful
and effective role in restoring peace to Viet-Nam . I have also made cl ear
in this House, and outside it, the conditions we would consider essentia l
if we are to continue our participation in the ICCS . One of these essential
conditions has been the establishment of an outside political authority ,
independent of the belligerents themselves, to which the Cocsnission could send its re-
ports and which could alert the international comcnrunity to a seri.ais &reat tothe peace in
Viet-Nam. Provision for such a mechanism was lacking in the January 1- 7 agreement
and it was our hope that this deficiency would be corrected by this Conference.
I therefore went to Paris to do all I could to see if a satisfactor y
authority could be established .

In my initial intervention at the Conference on February Z6
I expressed our views on this subject clearly and forcefully and placed
before the participants a proposal that provided for the Secretary-General
of the United Nations to receive and circulate communications from the ICCS
to the membership of the International Conference, and to perform a similar
function regarding the comments of the membership of the Conference on
such cor.imunications. The Canadian proposal also contained a provision for
the reconveninc of the Conference on any of four conditions :

(a) on receipt of a request from the ICCS ;
(b) on receipt of a request from the Four-Party Joint Military

Commission or the Two-Party Joint Military Commission ;
(c) on receipt of a formal request from five of the members of

the Conference, excluding the Secretary-Ceneral of the
United Nations ; and

(d) after determinin^, at the request of any member of the Con-
ference that a two-thirds majority of the members, excluding
the Secretary-General, considered that there was caus e
to reconvene the Conference .

It socn became clear that few participants at the Conference were
prepared to support the type of indenendent international reporting mech-
anism, involving the Secretary-General of the United-Nations, such as we ha d
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